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She Falls for Ages, as well as images of an avatar that Skawennati created of
herself. She dismantles the stereotypes of Indigenous portrayal by presenting
herself in modern attire while capturing elements of traditional garb. In one
image, she has on a futuristic ribbon shirt. In another, she wears a headset
and has a smartphone in hand, demonstrating her focus on technology while
deconstructing preconceived notions of traditional Indigenous culture.
Generations of Play (2017) displays three Skawennati avatar dolls made of
different materials: corn husk, a Barbie doll and a 3-D printed figurine. This
new-media piece is a commentary on past, present and future notions of
self-representation and Indigeneity.
“Tomorrow People” introduces a year of Indigenous programming at
Oboro for Montreal’s 375th-anniversary and Canada’s 150th-anniversary
celebrations. It dismantles conventional views on contemporary Indigenous
art, challenges colonial myths and creates a new narrative for our evolving
culture. The exhibition proves that we are not the people of the past but, in
fact, the people of the future. We are “Tomorrow People.” —ADRIENNE HUARD

They interviewed seven (mostly Indigenous) artists and academics about
overarching themes in treaty and their understanding of such themes.
Audio artists—including Alaska B, Adrienne Marcus Raja and the band
LAL—went through the collected interviews to make four five-minutelong audio galleries. Loft then collected a second set of interviews with
former Toronto mayor David Miller and the Mississaugas of the New
Credit, who were involved in a 2010 land-claims settlement.
Loft says that a treaty can be a “pre-contact verbal agreement with
some sort of mnemonic device” or, “thinking of the Treaty of Niagara
and the Royal Proclamation, it can be an attempt by an English general
to bring some Indigenous practice into sharing a proclamation from the
Crown.” She explains, “We’re spinning something from English language
into symbols, with the understanding that we have to come back to
polish this chain.”
The four audio pieces have been touring academic institutions. “Every
word and image we get back in response to these audio pieces,” says
Loft, “become active parts in the continuation of process. We string
together narratives from interview audio and those feed into the scripts
for the next group.”
This iterative research feeds into the many theatrical workshops,
which, in turn, will culminate in a massive spectacle—with live performers
and puppets—set to premiere at Historic Fort York in late June. Loft
admits that it took more than three years before she herself was
comfortable voicing some of the project’s short narratives. Of her aims
for Talking Treaties she says, “I am not helping people be literate in

Talking Treaties
Jumblies Theatre, Toronto

Treaties are a contentious topic. Talking Treaties, a participatory performance
project made by Ange Loft, together with Jumblies Theatre, the Nagamo
Collective and First Story Toronto, takes on the subject through an embodied
and collaborative process, using interviews, audio responses and symbolic
references to connect the dots. Loft describes it as a “humongous installation
that moves the way a giant puppet show would, with promenade-style
staging.” “This project is an experiment in getting people to talk about treaty
without having to have all the words,” says Loft, who works alongside
communities in her non-standard theatre-making practice.
Talking Treaties uses audio interviews as a base to get people to participate
in quick-creation performance workshops. To prepare these interviews, the
team worked with First Story Toronto, an Aboriginal organization and app.
Audio gallery at George
Brown College as part of
Ange Loft’s Talking Treaties,
2015 Courtesy Jumblies
Theatre Photo Liam Coo
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treaty. What I am doing is providing them another platform for
speaking about these things. We are edging people in through
soft-response activities, using little ways to start from your own
position, not from assuming someone else’s position, then working
out from there to address uncomfortable issues.” —MOE CLARK

REMATRIATE
ONLINE COLLECTIVE

ReMatriate connects Indigenous women throughout the world,
smashing stereotypes as they embrace and celebrate their cultures,
communities and education. Founded in 2015 by a core group in
British Columbia and the Yukon, the collective uses social media to
claim space for Indigenous women to showcase who they are, in
their own words. Sometimes participants—all Indigenous selfidentifying women—nominate themselves, and sometimes community
members nominate them, working with them to choose between
one and three images that define their empowered identities. Each
contributor creates a short biography detailing personal and community
histories that both highlight their individual successes and reclaim
their collective narratives. The images and texts are posted online
via Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
“We came together out of a necessity to open up conversations
around having sovereignty over our images. We live in a society
of images and they carry a lot of weight and power,” reflects Jeneen
Frei Njootli (Vuntut Gwitchin), a founding member of ReMatriate.
“I think it was necessary for Indigenous women to share their own
images and stories, under their terms,” agrees ReMatriate core
member Denver Lynxleg (Anishinaabe). “I hope the images could prepare
young women to see themselves as matriarchs in the making,” she says.
Over the past two years, ReMatriate has expanded into a community of
its own, uniting women through art and shared stories that co-opt the viral
power of information networks and image-sharing. The collective’s work has
also spread to institutional space. In November 2016, artists Sage Paul and
Erika A. Iserhoff of the Setsuné Indigenous Fashion Incubator took over the
Instagram feed of Vancouver artist-run centre Western Front for a month-long
residency in support of ReMatriate, posting images of hide-tanning and
indigo-dyeing workshops, Haudenosaunee doll-making and sacred-fire building

(“even tho it is considered a man’s role, women must also learn how to
do this cause sometimes there might not be any men around when you
need a fire for a sweat!”) to break down the barriers between traditional
knowledge and contemporary Indigenous identities.
The women of ReMatriate focus on their stories and the roles they play
in their communities to reclaim power through, as Frei Njootli notes,
“being able to self-authorize and have sovereignty over how we are
perceived because for so long that gaze has been one-way.” ReMatriate
offers a safe space for Indigenous women to show the world who they
are—complicated, complex, powerful, creative beings. —TENILLE CAMPBELL

nowhere land

BONNIE AMMAAQ, NATIONAL FILM BOARD
OF CANADA, 2015
A multitude of veils shimmer before our eyes, and
filter the world before us: fabrics shaped and shaded
by our many experiences. While these filters sometimes
foster the worst in us, we can also find strength in
them. Director Bonnie Ammaaq demonstrates this
strength in Nowhere Land—a short documentary
produced by the National Film Board—by grounding
her film in Inuit knowledge and lifeways.
Nowhere Land gives viewers a chance to think
about the Mary River mining project from the
position of the Inuit. For over a decade, Ammaaq
lived with her family at an outpost camp on Baffin
Island, before moving to Igloolik, where they
Still from Bonnie
Ammaaq’s 2015 film
Nowhere Land
Courtesy National Film
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